MEMORIAL & LEGACY OPPORTUNITIES
LEGACY OPPORTUNITIES

CRAFT ROOM .......................... $15,000
PATH OF INSPIRATION .................. $10,000
CUSTOM ART GLASS WINDOW - GREAT ROOM ........ $7,500
CUSTOM ART GLASS WINDOW - PLAY ROOM ........... $5,000
FIREPLACE: ENTRANCE ................ $7,500

MEMORIALS

BENCH OR SWING ...................... $2,000
MEMORIAL TREE ....................... $1,000
ENGRAVED WALL STONE ............... $500
PATH OF INSPIRATION SIGN .......... $200
MEMORIAL BRICK ...................... $150
While there is nothing that can take away the pain and sadness of losing a child, we are often told that having opportunities to commemorate your child’s life in a meaningful way can help with the healing process. The Faith’s Lodge Memorial & Legacy Opportunities are designed to honor loved ones in a meaningful and memorable way while also providing funds for our programming needs to continue our service to grieving families. Faith’s Lodge relies on the support of its generous donors to make innovative programming possible and to ensure we continue to excel at providing expert, compassionate care to all of it’s guests.

Faith’s Lodge offers a social fundraising platform for those interested in raising funds for a particular Legacy Opportunity.

To set up a social fundraising page visit: give.faithslodge.org/becomeafundraiser

To learn more or for more information on purchasing a memorial, email Jenna Rogers at jennarogers@faithslodge.org or call 612-825-2073